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“Toxic”, 2008
Baboon taxidermy form & mixed media. 75” x 30” x 22”
Image courtesy Schroeder Romero, New York, NY and Marx & Zavattero, San Francisco, CA
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Written by: Allison Gibson

“Mistameanr Gang Bang,” 2006
Dog taxidermy forms & mixed media, 48” x 25” x 25”
Image courtesy Marx & Zavattero, San Francisco, CA

David
Hevel

When Britney Spears stepped out of a limousine, 
revealing all too generously her affinity for 
going commando, the world looked on with 
simultaneous disgust and fascination. I ada-
mantly avoided the coverage of that celebrity 
blunder as best I could. Meanwhile, artist 
David Hevel was busy at work, crafting a 
taxidermy baboon on a lace-laden pedestal—
with a fiercely avant-garde hat and sumptuous 
jewels to match—into his latest sculpture, 
titled “Britney’s Beaver.”And when the 24/7 
news media presented us with the shocking 
insight that Katie Holmes would not be allowed 
to make any noise in the delivery room while 
birthing little Suri Cruise, David Hevel got 
to work on a taxidermied mandrill fighting 
violently to break out of a large black urn 
like a drowning victim in a storm at sea. 
He called it “Katie’s Silent Screams.” 

Hevel’s work is, to many, everything that’s 
wrong with our society. To others, his work 
is everything that’s wrong with art. Rather 
than meekly avoiding the goings-on of the 
globetrotting, rehab-going, reality-show-
living world of celebrity in order to maintain 
his persona of “artist” (read: above all of 
that nonsense), Hevel is taking on the very 
same issues as our televisions. He is caught 
in the limbo between brazenly lampooning the 
subjects that he presents in his work, and 
defending those same personas to the elitism 
of a sometime unwelcoming art establishment. 
In the quiet of his studio, away briefly from 
the frantically paced life of one with young 
children, Hevel chatted with me about the irony 
of working in a highbrow business with a low-
brow subject matter, and how watching TV is, 
conveniently, research for his art practice.
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“Ooh Ooh Baby,” 2008
Artificial pumpkin, baboon taxidermy form, & mixed media. 73” x 60” x 60” 
Image courtesy of Schroeder Romero, New York, NY and 
Marx & Zavattero, San Francisco, CA

Seeing your sculpture work for the first time 
is like watching a time-lapse compilation of 
every Access Hollywood episode from the past 
five years, interspersed with scenes of Freddy
Krueger and Jason on murderous rampages between 
the red carpet coverage. Is this a fairly ac-
curate account of most first-time observers’ 
experiences? When I first saw your piece “Toxic” 
at PULSE New York, I didn’t know whether to 
laugh or cry. Naturally, I just ended up feel-
ing proud of myself for quickly discerning 
the pop culture reference that the title 
presented me with.

i’m so glad you got the references right away. 
And what does that say about you? it seems 
that people either love it or hate it at 
first. Some never come around to appreciate 
the work because of the low culture refer-
ences, but I’ve seen even the stiffest collar 
giggle a little.

So, the tabloid culture of It Girls and 
Hollywood royalty is ever-present in your 
work. Although your depictions of certain 
“celebutantes” are far worse than anything a 
Saturday Night Live satire could do to them—
they look more like something at the Coney 
Island Circus Sideshow than cover girls—you 
have said that “the work is not intended to 
be hypercritical of celebrity lives.” What 
exactly are you saying about the perception 
of these people’s lifestyles in a more seri-
ous dialogue than that of simple mockery?

i think that humor is the best syringe to 

inject meaning. i can hold your attention 
longer if I make you laugh first. Now that 
i’ve got you, i can really make you think 
about the implications of the work. So when 
you look closely at some of the work, you’ll 
see dripping plastic or hidden rats walking 
about. Adding the grotesque element presents 
a balanced juxtaposition to all of the glitz. 
i equate celebrity culture with America’s 
general obsession for MOre. More anything—
more sex, more money, more entertainment, 
more time, more hope, more music, more food, 
more land, more ecstasy, more oil, more love, 
more happiness, more sadness, more stupid-
ity. Celebrity culture just fills our appetite 
for more. And they know it, or at least 
their publicists do.

Through the materials you use, your work refers 
to the Middle American kitsch cultures of 
silk floral arrangements and taxidermied game 
most often found, respectively, in Grandma’s 
house next to the plastic-covered sofa, or in 
a good ol’ boys smoking room. Both American 
traditions reference a compulsion for mastery 
over nature and the preservation of the ideal. 
How did the use of these materials begin in 
your art practice and what is the connection 
to the popular culture media references? 
Also, what does your being from Missouri have 
to do with shaping your ideas on this?

you know, there wasn’t much for entertainment 
in the countryside of rural Missouri in the 
70’s and 80’s. your survival depended on your 
ability to create fantasy worlds on your own 



that would “to-be-continued” from day to day. 
i grew up in a family of hunters, although 
my dad hunted infrequently and i never did. 
But I can remember the first time I saw my dad 
slaughter a deer. it was late in the afternoon 
one winter and the deer was hanging in his 
woodshop. He called me in to watch. it was 
this kind of violent, but respectful action 
performed in a golden, chiaroscuro light. 
He never hunted out of the sport, but for 
food, which i always hated eating.

So about six years ago, I was working in per-
formance art spoofing PlayStation video games 
and American Idol. i actually wrote a musical 
and performed it on a closed street of San 
Francisco. At that time, i started to see 
that my work was becoming too didactic. So I 
took a year off to pay attention to what I 
paid attention to. it turned out that i became 
obsessed with plastic grapes and monkeys. i just 
started buying as many plastic grapes as i could. 
i bought hundreds of them and i had no idea 
what to do with them. then i moved on to fake 
pumpkins, and then yards of ribbon. As a kid, 
my mom and I would make fake flower wreaths 
for Christmas presents; i was really good 
at it. I guess that’s where the fake flowers 
come in. i started to build this eleven-foot ex-
plosion of fruit inhabited by monkeys. i showed 
some of my trusted high school students that 
knew my work and asked them for a title. they 
came up with “Paris Hilton Says That’s Hot,” 
and it clicked. it was a perfect tie into my 
previous work about the media and it made me 
laugh my head off.

Your notion of making “artwork whose subject 
is common enough to invite everyone” is re-
freshing, to say the least. But since the 
imagery that your sculptures present can be 
so intimidating, do you find that your work is 
often over-analyzed even after you have made 
a point of trying to create a more universal 
and, frankly, humorous discourse?

you know, i think about the idea of channel 
surfing a lot. Some people channel surf and 
some don’t. those that don’t channel surf 
generally find a need to place the work within 
some kind of historical discourse in order 
to give it some grounding—a frame of reference. 
the question that i get most is, “What kind 
of animal is it?” or “What kind of dog is it?” 
i don’t understand why people care. if i say 
it’s beyoncé, then it’s beyoncé, not a Doberman. 
And in the end, it’s not even really beyoncé. 
i hope the work touches on some essential 
qualities of how beyoncé and the like are 
“packaged,” not the celebrities themselves.

“Lil Bastard,” 2008
Dog taxidermy form & mixed media. 18” x 18” x 18”
Image courtesy of Schroeder Romero, New York and Marx & Zavattero, San Francisco

“Smile with Your Eyes (Tyra Banks),” 2006
Giraffe taxidermy form & mixed media. 125” x 72” x 92”
Image courtesy of Marx & Zavattero, San Francisco, CA
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“Fruit and Loins,” 2008
Baboon taxidermy form & mixed media. 49” x 56” x 21”
Image courtesy of Schroeder Romero, New York, NY and Marx & Zavattero, San Francisco, CA
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There must be a fear for many people in the 
art world of recognizing the imagery’s base 
allusions to pop culture.

Well, when i was in graduate school at CCA, 
for my second graduate degree, i felt like  
i already knew how to frame work within 
academia and i was always trying to almost 
lower the bar for what was accepted in that 
setting. i think there is sort of an ivory 
tower of artists and there’s a lot of really 
esoteric sculpture in the world, so that the 
only people who are going to get it are those 
fortunate enough to be educated to understand 
it. i just think that’s really boring. Maybe 
that’s the teacher in me; i really do want 
the viewer to get it.

Aside from the humorous or satirical direc-
tions that the sculptures go in, there is 
also a very violent quality to many of them.

Violence is so much of what we Americans consume 
every day, either overtly or in subtle ways. 
So many of my pieces depict it in some fashion,
either by using violent-looking animal forms, 
or by creating drooping bejeweled blood. in 
my last show at Schroeder Romero in New York, 
called MORE: The Cautionary Tale of Britney 
Spears, i decided to focus entirely on the 
media frenzy surrounding britney’s breakdown 
in 2007. i remember being at the gym watch-
ing Cnn, and suddenly every tV had the same 
story: “britney And K-Fed Are breaking Up.” 
And it went on and on and on for months. Why? 
i wanted this body of work not only to draw 
in the viewer with the beautiful glitz and 

detail of the pieces, but i wanted to implicate 
the viewer as the consumer of all that media 
hype and confront them with these violent 
baboons. it ended up becoming a perverse kind 
of Cinderella story and i think it really 
worked for the subject.

The titles of your pieces are important, as 
they provide context for the scenes of lavish 
disasters depicted. Connecting the title with 
the appropriate reality TV sound bite or US
Weekly headline can become a game for the viewer. 
“Smile With Your Eyes,” an obvious dig at 
the self-promoting “Confucius” of our time, 
Tyra Banks, who doles out gems of wisdom in 
the form of modeling tips to her protégés on 
America’s Next Top Model, is among the most 
amusing. The sculpture portrays the bust of 
a taxidermy giraffe form decked in jewels and 
surrounded by lush flora, while minions of 
ants are tethered below to lengths of beads 
strewn around the giraffe’s elegant neck. 
Do you comprise these ideas immediately 
while watching an episode of reality TV 
or seeing a paparazzi image? How literal are 
your interpretations as you create your work?

Sometimes the titles are quite literal and 
other times they’re more indirect. i made 
this piece called “Chinese babies are  
Very Popular, Amongst Celebrities That Is.”  
it’s about all the international adoptions  
by celebrities. it’s like a new form of  
colonialism in an age with endless money. 
Sometimes I know immediately what a piece 
should look like if i hear something on tV. 
“Smile With Your Eyes” was like that. I love 
how she always demonstrates how to do it. 
She’s such an iconic figure right now and I 
knew she should be a giraffe with huge ear-
rings and buck teeth the moment i saw her on 
Top Model. the titles are the most important 
part of the process because otherwise it’s 
just a weird floral arrangement with a freaky 
animal in a wig walking through it. 

Is this series of “taxidermy celebrities” an 
ongoing series or are you working on a new 
project now?

right now, i’m working on a large piece that 
will be shown in San Francisco at the Marx & 
Zavattero gallery in the fall of 2009. the 
piece, called “Pimp My Rhino,” is a thirteen-
foot rhinoceros pimped out with a dope stereo 
system and painted like a hot rod car in 
bright lime greens and golds. it’s the biggest 
animal i’ve made and it’s pretty daunting to 
have a rhino in your driveway every day when 
you come home from work. it draws the attention 
of a lot of neighbors.

So it sounds like you’re following trend in 
what you called “America’s obsession with 
MORE.”

i always feel like the next piece has to one-
up the last, like each paparazzi shot has to 
be more ridiculous than the last one.

“Joy Ride (Mariah Carey),” 2006
Goat taxidermy form, cowhide rug, & mixed media. 55.5” x 60” x 28”
Image courtesy of Marx & Zavattero, San Francisco, CA


